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1. Introduction & Information  
1.a) The 2021 SMRC Esports Championship is a racing league, which is organised and run by the Scottish 
Motor Racing Club (or SMRC) on the iRacing.com Motorsports Simulation service. The league consists of 
three individual Cup’s; the Spring Cup, Summer Cup and Autumn Cup, with participants points in each Cup 
contributing to their overall 2021 SMRC Esports Championship points total. Each of the Cup’s utilise a 
different car and run to their specific Cup regulations, which will be published on the SMRC website.  

1.b) These regulations supplement the individual regulations for the Spring, Summer and Autumn Cup’s to 
outline participant eligibility and how points will be scored in the overall 2021 SMRC Esports 
Championship.  By entering the league, all drivers automatically agree to all rules in this document.  

1.c) The document may be edited to add, remove, modify or replace rules whenever the championship 
administration deems it to be necessary. All changes made will be in effect immediately unless otherwise 
specified.  

1.d) Drivers as well as championship administration members and general attentive readers are 
encouraged to point out loopholes, spelling errors and other mistakes so that they can be closed and 
corrected respectively. Feedback and improvement suggestions are also welcome.  

2. Entry Conditions  

2.a) Any driver who enters one, some or all of the Spring Cup, Summer Cup or Autumn Cup, following the 
process outlined in the individual Cup regulations, will automatically be entered into the overall 2021 
SMRC Esports Championship.  
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3. Championship Points  
3.a) Drivers overall points from each individual Cup will count towards their overall Championship total. 

3.b) The points system for the Cup’s is outlined in the individual Cup regulations.  

3.c) The 2021 SMRC Esports Championship title will be awarded to the driver who scores the most points 
throughout the whole season, across all three Cup’s.  

3.d) In the event of a tie in the points standings, the position in question will go to the driver with the most 
overall race victories across all three Cup’s.  

3.d.1) If neither driver has a win or the same number of wins as the other tied driver, the position will go 
to the driver with the most second place finishes across all three Cup’s.  

3.d.2) If the same applies there, this procedure is continued until the tie can be broken. Should this not be 
possible, both drivers will be classified in the same championship position.  

4. Prizes  

4.a) The top 3 drivers in the Championship will receive a trophy  

4.b) The Champion will win use of a C1 Cup Race car for the 2022 Scottish C1 Cup, as well as their 
Championship Registration.  

4.b.1) The winner will be responsible for all other costs associated with racing in the 2022 Scottish C1 
Cup, including their racewear, licence, event entry fees and associated running costs or damage.  

4.b.2) Racing in the 2022 Scottish C1 Cup is subject to the winner being able to pass an Association of 
Racing Drivers School (ARDS) test and any required medical stipulated by Motorsport UK, in order to gain 
their race licence to participate.   

4.b.3) The championship administration reserve the right to amend the prize if it is deemed necessary.  

5. Contact Details  
5.a) Should any questions arise, drivers and other persons can contact the championship administration 
using the email address below. Responses to any questions about the regulations, changes to a driver’s 
team affiliation or other inquiries will usually be sent within 24 hours of us receiving the original message.  

Contact Email Address: admin@smrc.co.uk   

5.b) The championship administration will also use a Discord server during events but can also be 
contacted there at all other points. The permanent invite link to the series Discord can be found below:  

https://discord.gg/uh4hwvN  

 


